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About Immunomic Therapeutics’ LAMP Platform

LAMP Technology is an innovative vaccine platform that represents 
a leap forward in nucleic acid vaccine technology.

Directly induces active humoral immunity, and simultaneously 

Directs a cell mediated response against a biological agent 

For applications in allergy, infectious disease, and cancer

LAMP vaccines are in clinical trials and showing e�ective immunological 
activity.

LAMP-based vaccines can be designed and validated in as little as 3 months.

Our intellectual property is broad, well protected and provides exclusivity into 
the next decade.
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Features of Conventional Vaccines
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1. Use as antigen 
Live attenuated or 
Killed microorganism
Puri�ed protein 

2. “outside-in”, extracellular pathway of 
antigen presentation

MHC II associated immunity
CD4+ helper T lymphocytes
Soluble antibody

3. Ideal Applications
The standard for many infectious disease 
vaccinations such as measles, mumps, 
some in�uenza
Not ideal for other diseases such as HIV, 
malaria or prolonged protection, 
where cell-mediated immune 
response is desired

4. Issues of preparation, stability, 
scalability & �exibility

Require refrigeration
Only labile after reconstitution

5. Delivery method
Injection
SC, IM, IV oral



Features of Conventional  DNA Vaccines
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1. Use as antigen 
Gene sequence for protein, intracellular 
and extracellular
Consist of vector that carries a piece of 
genome encoding antigen into cell for 
synthesis 

2. “outside-in”, extracellular pathway of 
antigen presentation

MHC I associated immunity
CD8+ supressor T lymphocytes, 
cell-mediated immunity

3. Ideal Applications
Considered  useful for diseases where 
cell-mediated immunity is important 
such as HIV, cancer, malaria

4. Features:  stability, scalability & 
�exibility

DO NOT Require refrigeration
Only labile after reconstitution

5. Delivery method
Injection
SC, IM, IV oral



Limitations of Conventional and DNA Vaccines 
and Advantages of LAMP-Vax
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Conventional Vaccines

 Only humoral immunity, 
not cell-mediated 
immunity

 Less scalable, stable, 
flexible VS. DNA 
vaccines

 Low immunogenicity
 Success in vitro and 

animal models has not 
translated into the clinic 
due to only cell-mediated 
immunity

 Initial applications in very 
complex disease models

DNA Vaccines

 Elicit cell-mediated and 
humoral immunity (MHC-I 
and MHC-II)

 Incorporate cutting edge 
technology for DNA 
vaccine design

 Scalable, flexible, stable

 Clinically validated

LAMP-Vax Vaccines



LAMP-Vax Combines Features of Conventional and
DNA Vaccines, Resulting in a More Effective 

Immune Response
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Conventional Vaccines

DNA Vaccines

LAMP-Vax Vaccines

Combine features of 
Both conventional &

DNA vaccines



Features of LAMP-Vax Vaccines
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1. With ANY antigen, LAMPs targets the 
components key to immune activation

Antigen presentation through lysosomal 
compartment
Transfection and antigen processing 
through dendritic cells

2. “Outside-in” is highlighted, w/o losing 
“inside-out” presentation

Antigen preferentially presented through 
MHC II directly induces active humoral 
immunity, and subsequent antibody
 production
Directs a cell mediated response against 
a biological agent 

3. Ideal uses
For disease applications that require 
a CD4 and CD8 immune response with 
antibody generation
Already being applied in clinical studies 
for cancer, allergy and infectious disease,

4. Scalability, �exibility, optimization -LAMP 
vector is optimized by ITI to contain 3 key 
components key to DNA vector

Luminal domain of LAMP
Multiple antigenic sequences
Improved yield 

5. Unique safety through antigen 
sequestration in lysosomal compartment

6. Simple delivery through naked 
DNA injection



Data on LAMP-Vax Vaccines
Available by Request
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1. DATA TO SUPPORT MECHANISM

LAMP co-Localizes with MHC-II molecules 
in cells, visualized with FITC staining

Immunization with LAMP vaccines 
results in no free circulating antigen 

Immunization with LAMP-based vaccines 
results in antibody & cytokine production, 
Th1 / IFN-γ favored response

In the context of allergy, induces 
conversion of IgE to IgG

2. DATA TO SUPPORT CLINICAL VALIDATION

Phase II Clinical Study of GRNVAC in AML 
resulted in 70% improvement over S.O.C.

Phase I study in HIV showed safety and 
immunological responses

3. DATA TO SUPPORT IMPROVEMENTS 
ON VECTOR DESIGN BY ITI

ITI’s new LAMP vector  includes 
the luminal domain of LAMP, 
key to higher protein antigen 
expression

ITI’s improved production process 
results in higher yields
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